Behavioral Economics and Brand Management

By Jessica A. Ekhoff

Brand owners instinctively understand how valuable a powerful trademark can be. Trademarks reduce consumer search costs by making it easier for buyers to identify products made by their favorite companies, and help consumers distinguish between competing goods. According to an emerging field known as behavioral economics, however, trademarks are capable of doing much more. Behavioral economists rely on a mix of principles culled from cognitive psychology and other social sciences to imbue trademark law with a nuanced understanding of how consumers make choices. According to the behavioral economics perspective, a strong trademark can be an invaluable resource for companies seeking to develop or promote their brand.

The Mere Exposure Principle

“It has been demonstrated that the mere repeated exposure of a stimulus is entirely sufficient for the enhancement of preference for that stimulus.” A good example of this principle at work can be found in R.B. Zajonc’s “Chinese ideograph” study. During the study, Zajonc split his participants into two groups. He showed one group five ideographs (Chinese characters) five times each, and showed the other group twenty-five different ideographs once each. Although no one in either group knew what the ideographs meant, the people in the group that had seen their ideographs repeatedly rated them much more positively than the second group rated their less-familiar ideographs.

Trademark owners can harness the power of the mere exposure principle for their benefit. Highly established brands, such as Pepsi and Ford, can continue to advertise and ensure their target customers remain intimately familiar with their marks. New entrants to the market can structure their advertising to be front-loaded, making consumers familiar with their trademarks before their competitors’ marks. Either way, the more often consumers see a company’s mark, the more they will subconsciously view it favorably, thereby increasing revenues for the mark owner.

3. Id. at 226.
4. The Pepsi and Ford trademarks are owned by PepsiCo, Inc. and Ford Motor Company, respectively, and are displayed herein only for purposes of illustrating the discussion.
The Signaling Function
Trademarks, regardless of the type of goods to which they are attached, allow consumers to proactively shape their social identities. Two behavioral economics principles, the bandwagon effect and the snob effect, illustrate how consumers purchase certain branded goods as a way to signal their desired identities to others.\(^5\)

The Bandwagon Effect
The bandwagon effect captures the “extent to which the demand for a commodity is increased due to the fact that others are also consuming the same commodity.”\(^6\) In short, people have a psychological drive to fit in.

A good example of the bandwagon effect is Netflix\(^7\), the rental-by-mail DVD company. “In an unsettled, fast-moving world, we’re all searching for stability and familiarity, and product rituals give us an illusion of comfort and belonging. Isn’t there a sense of security in being part of, say ... the Netflix community- in knowing that there are millions of other people out there who ... cue up a new list of movies every Friday night, just like you do?”\(^8\) When consumers join the Netflix bandwagon, then routinely see a bright red Netflix envelope in their mailbox every few days, they get not only the benefit of watching their favorite movies, but also a reinforced sense of belonging to a group. Brand owners should consider whether they are using their marks in ways that allow consumers to feel like they are a part of a specialized community, thereby increasing demand.

The Snob Effect
The snob effect works in the opposite direction as the bandwagon effect. This effect captures the extent to which the demand for a product decreases due to the fact that many other people are consuming the same good.\(^9\) This effect represents some consumers’ desire to be unique; to separate themselves from the masses. Unlike the bandwagon consumers, who seek to fit in with a specific group, other consumers seek just the opposite. Think of the music aficionado who turns up his nose at his former favorite band when it signs on to a mainstream music label and is no longer “underground,” or the fashionista who favors but then abandons previously unheard-of labels when they become popular with wider audiences. Companies that cater to niche markets can capitalize on the snob effect by adopting trademarks their fans can display in order to signal to other members of the small community that they, too, are one of the few “in the know.”

There is much that behavioral economics can teach trademark owners about brand management. When making decisions about adopting, using, or protecting a trademark, brand owners should bear in mind just how psychologically powerful a properly-managed mark can be.

---

5. See H. Leibenstein, Bandwagon, Snob, and Veblen Effects in the Theory of Consumers’ Demand, 64 Q. J. Econ. 183 (1950).
6. Id. at 189.
7. The Netflix trademark is owned by Netflix, Inc. and is displayed herein only for purposes of illustrating the discussion.
9. H. Leibenstein, 64 Q. J. Econ. at 189.
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